A certain degree of redundancy in the discussion and citation of key Wolf passages or concepts by the authors of quite differently oriented analyses is far outweighed by the striking resonance among the various contributions, which I think results not only from the quality of the scholarship presented, but also from effective clustering and crossreferencing by the editor. Four essays are single-text studies of Nachdenken über Christa T., (Mohr, Huyssen, Nägele, and Herrmann); three focus on the "improbable tales" of the Unter den Linden trilogy (Kaufmann, Werner, Peucker); three on No Place on Earth (Frieden, Brandes, Ryan), and four on Cassandra (Ryan, Gilpin, Vogelsang, Porter). Four treat Wolfs use of dream, fairy tale, and myth (Peucker, Ryan, Werner, Brandes). Others offer more comprehensive analyses in terms of a "female tradition" (Romero), "female subjectivity" (McPherson), the "citadel of reason" (Love), the "female dialogic" (Hermann), and "quotation as authentication" (Brandes).
Apart from the absence of Wolfs publications since Störfall and the critical literature since that date, Fries's 17-page bibliography will be quite useful to Germanists and non-Germanists, specialists and novices alike, as it includes separate listings of Wolfs works in English translation and critical literature in English on Wolf as well as a selective listing of her untranslated works. The bibliography also lists theoretical and other works cited in the essays. The comprehensive and error-free index provides an excellent crossreferencing tool. This is an invaluable addition to the resources available in English on Wolf, contemporary literature, feminist theory, and literary criticism in general. I would recommend it as a text in graduate courses in German, women's studies, comparative literature, and literary theory. My only wish would be for a sequel volume including analyses of the later works and taking into account the controversy since the appearance of Was bleibt (1990) , with all its inherent challenges to the paradigm of literary study in general. On the cover of this artistically and linguistically appealing translation volume of Sarah Kirsch's 1984 Katzenleben by Roscher and Fishman, readers can find Kirsch's own reaction to the translation of her poems: "wonderful, as I wouldn't have believed it possible.... Thank you so much for the work, also, for refurnishing my little flowers so carefully with the right names." Indeed, the quality of the translators' collaboration indicates a perfect match between poet, scholar, and linguist. Their rendering accomplished translations of Kirsch's linguistically innovative poetry with its dense imagery and associational thought must be given highest praise: Marina Roscher is a native of Germany and a widely published professional translator in the United States and abroad, and Charles Fishman, a poet with four published volumes of his own and professor of English and Humanities at SUNY Farmingdale, has directed the Visiting Writing Program at that institution since 1979. The translators succeed in conveying the richness of Kirsch's connotative language and oscillating imagery. They preserve the magic and fairy tale quality used to express "the dreadful softly" (Günter Kunert) and to expose the abyss of terror hidden beneath a naive-seeming surface and bucolic landscapes within the rhythm of the seasons.
Nancy Lukens
In light of recent revelations about the wide network and psychic terror of Stasi activities, Kirsch's images of oppression, interrogation, and confinement in Catlives take on new meaning and offer deeper insights into reasons why Kirsch chose to leave the GDR in 1977 among the exodus of writers after Wolf Biermann's expatriation. "Remembrance," (151) the title of one of her poems in this volume and a theme already alluded to in the imagery of the opening poem "Different Times" (5), is the underlying focus and structure of most poems in this volume. In Catlives, Kirsch takes inventory of her newly adopted state Schleswig-Holstein and works through personal reflections on the division of Germany, specifically on her own relationship to both Germanys. The subject matter of the poems encompasses a wide range of topics within Gentian and European culture and history-war, Holocaust, problems of the environment, and nuclear threat. Kirsch's memory journeys lead her again and again to oppressive hierarchical structures in "cowering houses" ("geduckten Häuser[n]," 5) not only in both German states but in the history of patriarchy (most intricately and subversively highlighted in the linguistically playful attack on the "Mows of holy cows on their pedestals" in "Winter Promenade" (25).
"Vorläufige Verwurzelung" (18), appropriately translated as "Temporary Attachment," clearly shows the difficulties that Kirsch faces as she is attempting to find her new space and to define herself apart from socialist society: "[H]ere on the ball oh what a mote/ With my cast anchors/ Children cats lovers one hundred/ Tulip bulbs in the ground small hands/ Of buttercups so I can't run away/ And madness won't seize me." The emotional trauma of enduring public harassment and uprooting herself follows her into her dreams. In "Past Perfect" ("Kleine Vergangenheit", 114) the evoked images of "heads of hollyhocks tall as a man" and silhouettes of horseshoe noses virtually bring Stasi figures and their spying activities to the scene, not unlike the window scene described by Christa Wolf in Was bleibt. Also in the title poem "Catlives" (141)-a poem that was informed by her memories of the persecuted poet Peter Hüchel, as Kirsch herself stated in an interview-she depicts the life of poets in a totalitarian state. In the politicized image of free "uncontrollable gentle" cats that poets love and identify with, Kirsch alludes to the "free" spirit that cannot be dominated in spite of watchful eyes behind the "huntsmen's fence," "[W]hile zealous neighbors/ Keep their eyes on license plates/ The watched one inside his four walls/ Long ago left the borders behind." Subtle allusions to the terrorizing of artists after the Biermann affair can be detected here. Significantly, twelve poems in this volume create a free association space around the image of the mysterious cat-dreamer, sleeper but survivor-and build on Baudelaire's fascination with the simultaneous softness and strength of cats.
The translators of these poems pay close attention to Kirsch's replacement of punctuation by a breathpause in the line, which produces the rhythm and helps clarify the multilayered content. The tensions and subtle and jolting effects in Kirsch's poetry, largely on account of her cutting through orthodox rules of grammar, syntax and punctuation, and her ambivalent line endings (frequently the last word of a line
